
Emma Hamilton and her Jewellery
BY DIANA SCARISBRICK

As the wife of Sir William Hamilton, greatest of all English connoisseurs,- and 
beloved of Horatio Nelson, the bravest man of his time, Emma Hamilton’s (1765-1815) 
clothes and jewels have a special interest. The beautiful daughter of a Cheshire village 
blacksmith, Emma made her way to London where she became first the mistress of Sir 
Harry Fetherstonehaugh of Uppark in Sussex, and then of the handsome but poor 
Charles Greville. By 1785 his finances were in a state that only a rich marriage could 
salvage, and wishing to disentangle himself from Emma in order to pursue a suitable 
match, Greville asked his uncle, Sir William Hamilton, British Minister in Naples, to 
take her under his wing. He recommended Emma for her many good qualities, adding 
“there is not a more disinterested woman in the world. If she has a new gown or hat it 
is easy to make a little novelty go far and all that pleases her is to have that little such 
as sensible and genteel people wear and of the best quality”.

This simplicity was also fashionable. Since the publication of the novel, La Nouvelle 
Hdloise, by Jean Jacques Rousseau in 1761 exalting sentiment and virtue in contrast to 
the artificial world of salon and court, smart women such as the Duchess of Devonshire 
had reacted against the formality of eighteenth-century dress, wearing looser softer 
styles for everyday and jewels, which kept to a minimum, were expressive of feeling 
rather than wealth.

When Emma arrived in Naples on her twenty-first birthday, April 26th 1786, Sir 
William had been a widower since 1782. He had given his late wife’s signet ring set 
with a turquoise intaglio of Perseus, and her bracelet made from his hair, to his niece 
Mary. However there were other things remaining and gradually these became Emma’s 
as she told Charles Greville: “he has given me a shawl, a beautiful gown of India 
painting on white sattin which cost twenty five guineas, and several little things of 
Lady Hamilton, and is going to buy me some muslin dresses loose, to tye with a sash 
for hot weather, made like the turkey dresses, the sleeves tied in folds with ribbon and 
trimmed with lace. In short he is always contriving what he shall get for me. The people 
admire my English dresses, but the blue hat, Greville, pleases most. Sir William is 
quite enchanted with it.” She had made her conquest, and later wrote “Sir William 
is never so happy as when he is pointing out my beauties to his company”, that is the 
Grand Tour travellers visiting the Naples palazzo made beautiful by his taste and the 
wonderful treasures he had assembled there. The German poet, Goethe, observed them 
and said that in her perfect face and figure Sir William found all the charm of all 
antiques - the fair profiles on Sicilian coins and the Apollo Belvedere himself. Sir 
William decided to perfect her, and Galatea to his Pygmalion; she learnt manners, 
history, languages and music, enthralling their guests with candlelight performances of 
her Attitudes when she assumed the poses of the most beautiful statues of antiquity. 
She sang with a charming soprano voice, danced a lively Tarantella, and dined out 
with great success, describing a meal on board a Dutch ship in a letter to Greville where 
she sat “at the head of the table, mistress of the feast, drest all in virgin white, and my 
hair all in ringlets reaching almost to my heels.”

In 17.91 on a visit to England Sir William married Emma at St. Marylebone Parish 
Church, and a portrait by George Romney painted after the wedding shows the 
beautiful ambassadress dressed to please her husband with white muslin dress tied with
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a blue sash and wearing her blue velvet hat. On their return to Naples she entered 
into her official role with zest, attending the opera, balls and presentations at the court 
of Ferdinand IV and his wife Maria Carolina. This Hapsburg Princess took a great 
liking to Emma who became a habituee of the royal palaces, writing to Greville in 
1794 “I live constantly with her and have done intimately so for two years”. She 
entertained English women visitors and charmed these too, including the redoubtable 
Dowager Countess Spencer, and held large receptions at the Embassy. At one of these, 
when the wives of the Neapolitan aristocracy were all glittering with jewels, Emma 
wore white satin set off only by her hair and skin. Sir William assured her that she was 
the brightest jewel there, explaining “take my word that for some years to come the 
more simply you dress the more conspicuous will be your beauty which according 
to my idea is the most perfect I have met with take all in all.”

Always parsimonious, he was reluctant to buy her expensive jewellery, for he had no 
money of his own, such funds as he spent coming from his first wife’s estate. His 
collecting was financed by sales of particular items and in principle he grudged spending 
money on anything other than works of art saying “diamonds and precious stones may 
be found at market but such pieces of art can only be purchased when the opportunity 
offers and which is but seldom”. However he doted on Emma and even before the 
marriage had relented as he told Charles Greville “I give Emma £200 p.a. to keep her 
and her mother in cloths and washing and you may imagine every now and then a 
present of a gown, a ring, a feather etc., and once indeed she so longed for diamonds 
that having the opportunity of a good bargain of single stones of good water and 
tolerable size I gave her at once £500 worth. She really deserves everything and has 
gained the love of everybody and would you think is preached up by the Queen and 
nobility as an example of virtue.”

During these years in Naples the house was full of artists, some coming like Gavin 
Hamilton from Rome especially to paint her. At one time she said there were nine 
finished portraits and she was sitting for two others. In the portrait by Gavin Hamilton 
where she is dressed as a Sybil she wears a large brooch set with a cameo at the neck
line, and this must have come from Sir William’s celebrated collection, most of which 
is now in the British Museum. A letter from the dealer and antiquary James Byres dated 
1768 refers to a similar practice in the case of a portrait of his first wife: “It seems that 
Mr. Jenkins [another Roman dealer in antiquities] did not know that you intended to 
have your fine cameo introduced to Mrs. Hamilton’s portrait - he sent it off before Mr. 
Mason [the painter] saw it so had no opportunity of making a sketch of it, and therefore 
begs you’s be so good as to send him a little drawing of it.” Portrayed as the Muse of 
Comedy by Angelica Kauffman, Emma wore classical dress caught in at the waist with 
a sash clasped by a buckle set with a large cameo head seen in profile. This resembles 
the buckles of cut steel which framed Wedgwood reproductions of classical gems. 
Emma’s features which Sir William-thought epitomised the spirit of classical beauty 
inspired gem engravers as well as painters sculptors and miniaturists, and Nathaniel 
Marchant, Filippo Rega, and Tersa Talani all portrayed her in cameos and intaglios 
which were set in rings and seals for Sir William and other admirers such as the 
eccentric Bishop Earl of Bristol. Later Viscount Nelson sealed even official documents 
and passports with Emma’s profile by Rega, much to the amusement of some of the 
recipients. In the National Maritime Museum at Greenwich is a chalcedony intaglio 
portrait of Sir William, signed by Rega, and set in the clasp of a plaited hair bracelet 
which belonged to Emma; and in the Victory Museum at .Portsmouth a gold locket 
with his miniature and some of his hair contains a note “the portrait of my dear
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I. Cold pearl and enamel locket commemorating the Battle of the Nile and death of Prince Albert, 
containing locks of his hair and that of Lord Nelson. (2 views, back and front).

Bracelet made of plaited hair of Sir William Hamilton the gold clasp set with his portrait engraved on 
chalcedony by Filippo Rega.
.k Gold brooch set with two miniature portraits of children of the Neapolitan Royal family.
I. I'.inm.t l lamilton’s gold wedding band and the “fede” or clasped hand ring given her by Nelson.
Nos. I, I Courtesy Victory Museum, Portsmouth. No. 2 from National Maritime Museum, Greenwich.
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husband painted at Naples August 21st 1794 and worn next to the heart of his own 
affectionate wife Emma Hamilton.” Sir William must have occasionally bought her 
some of the local craft specialities - combs and earrings of tortoiseshell with gold 
pique work, coral beads, and the gold chains imported from Venice and Malta. She 
also owned a necklace with triple rows of gold chains linking alternate plaques of 
coloured glass mosaic butterflies and vases of flowers to each side of the centre set with 
a view of the Tiber and Castel Sant* Angelo, a technique practised in Roman work
shops. This was inherited by her daughter Horatia and is now in the National Maritime 
Museum.

The agreeable life of court society, cultural amusements and sailing trips to Ischia 
and Capri continued unchanged for some years after the French Revolution with Emma 
remaining on good terms with the Queen and continuing to impress English visitors 
favourably. The diplomat, Lord Minto, who met her in 1796 noticed a change and told 
his wife that although still very striking “her person is nothing short of monstrous for 
its enormity and is growing every day”. This however was the Emma who was to 
captivate Lord Nelson whose future greatness had been predicted by Sir William 
when they first met in 1793. After the Victory of the Nile in August 1798 Sir William’s 
admiration for his hero knew no bounds and he wrote to congratulate him: “You 
have now completely made yourself immortal.” To celebrate, the Naples palazzo was 
illuminated with three thousand lamps for three successive nights, and Emma welcomed 
the British fleet dressed “alia Nelson”. She wore a blue shawl with gold anchors all 
over, golden earrings shaped as anchors, and the bandeau round her head was em
broidered with the words nelson and victory. Her seal which hung from a long 
golden chain was engraved nelson 1 august 1798 and she devoted herself to nursing 
the exhausted Nelson who became part of the Hamilton household.

By December 1798 the royal family of Naples faced a revolutionary insurrection and 
Emma came to their rescue taking charge of millions of pounds worth of jewels and 
valuables and organising the evacuation of the entire household in HMS Vanguard to 
Sicily where the presence of the British fleet offered security against the attacks of 
regicides. The terror of the Neapolitan mob was followed by the worst voyage Nelson 
had experienced in thirty years at sea. Emma recalled: “All our sails torn to pieces, the 
men ready with their axes to cut away the masts and poor I to attend to and keep up the 
spirits of the Queen, the Princess Royal, three young princesses, a baby six weeks old, 
and two young Princes, Leopold and Albert, the last six years old and my favourite was 
taken by a convulsion in the midst of the storm and at seven in the evening on Christmas 
Day expired in my arms - not a soul could help me.” Her pendant commemorating this 
appalling experience is in the Victory Museum, one side enclosing the hair of the dead 
child inscribed prince albert died in my arms 25 dec 1798, and the other has a lock 
of Nelson’s hair and the date of the Battle of the Nile with the naval trophies of anchor 
and trident.

The following year Nelson and the British navy restored his kingdom to Ferdinand, 
and this was celebrated in Palermo by a great fete. Nelson was created Duke of Bronte 
and given a large estate as well as valuable gifts for himself and his officers. The hem 
of the muslin dress Emma wore to the fete was embroidered with the names nelson 
and bronte wreathed in laurel and oak leaves, and for the occasion she may have 
worn some of the jewellery presented her by the Queen. This was recorded by Sir 
William in a letter to Charles Greville: “The Queen has sent Emma her picture and 
hair set in bracelets with an aigrette of diamonds and earrings of pearls and diamonds 
and a full suit of point lace with a basket of fans, gloves, etc. - just such a present as
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Bill for jewellery ordered by Sir William Hamilton for Emma from John Salter.
Courtesy Martin Norton

such a fine woman as Emma could deserve.” There was also a rich gold chain with the 
Queen’s miniature set in diamonds with the motto aeterna gratitudine, and Lady 
Minto who was in Palermo at the time estimated the total value of these royal gifts at 
£30,000. She also said that Emma was everywhere and running everything and every
body. It was during this period that she used her influence with the Queen to secure 
supplies of grain to relieve the famine in Malta after the French fleet had been defeated 
by the Royal Navy, and possession of the island had given the Allies control over the 
Eastern Mediterranean. Her success in this respect was recognised by the Emperor of 
Russia, Paul I, who on February 27th 1S00 appointed her Dame of the Order of St. 
John of Jerusalem; the enamelled insignia which she proudly wears in the pastel 
portrait by J. Schmidt of Dresden is in the Victory Museum at Portsmouth.

In June 1800, the Hamiltons, Nelson and the Neapolitan royal family took leave of 
each other at Leghorn whence Nelson had conveyed them by the ship Foudroyant 
from Palermo. The Queen presented yet more tokens of her appreciation and this time 
she said: “I wished to present you with some slight mark of my gratitude when we 
separated - I felt I should like to see you in a necklace combining the names of my 
four children with their mother’s in an expression of gratitude equally felt by all and 
which will only cease with life.” This chain of diamonds hair and ciphers has not 
survived, but a brooch with twin miniatures of the youngest children in the Victory 
Museum evokes Emma’s association with them and their recognition of her loyalty.

After progressing back to England via the courts of Vienna and Dresden, Sir William, 
Emma and Nelson landed at Great Yarmouth on November 6th IS00, and wearing 
the dress made for the Palermo fete Emma acknowledged the cheers of the welcoming 
crowd from the balcony of the Wrestler’s Arms. More public triumphs followed, but 
the reality was that the Hamiltons had very little money having lost all they had left 
behind in Naples, and needing a house of their own Emma sold her diamonds to pay 
for it. She was proud of her sacrifice but admitted later that the price she got meant a
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heavy loss. In these circumstances Sir William ordered others for her of a modest kind 
from the Strand jeweller, John Salter, and the bill for 120 items sent to his executors in 
1803 totalled £169.11.7. This fascinating account which belongs to Martin Norton, 
Esq., of S. J. Phillips, presents a picture of fashionable taste at the turn of the century 
with its mixture of classical and sentimental motifs, decorative and useful ornaments. 
Not all these purchases were necessarily for Emma’s own use for she was very generous 
and loved giving presents. The charges made for repairs, restringing pearls, and replac
ing missing stones suggest that at this stage of her life her toilettes always included 
jewellery.

She bought pearl bandeaux designed to be worn over the forehead to keep her long 
dark ringlets in place and to crown her classical good looks. She pinned her hair up at 
the back with gilt combs and also had “an antique ornament for the head” which may 
have come from Wedgwood or else from James Tassie who specialised in reproducing 
classical gems for jewellery as well as for collector’s cabinets. She had three different 
pairs of gold earring pendants, another of mother of pearl, and one of cornelian this 
last being much liked on account of its rich red clear colour. She had a cross of this 
material attached to her hairwork necklace and a string of imitation cornelian red 
beads. These, and also rows of artificial pearls and coral necklaces were worn with the 
low necklines of the picturesque high waisted dresses then fashionable, and for formal 
wear she bought strings of large colourful inexpensive stones such as acquamarines 
and amethysts in showy filigree settings. Also suited to her ample figure were sautoirs - 
three yards of pearl on which to hang her seal, and long gold chains made in Venice and 
Malta. Like Cleopatra she encircled her wrists and neck with snakes made of both 
metal and hairwork. The lockets attached to her chains and necklaces varied from the 
classical lyre and Turkish crescent moon to the sentimental padlock and key, as well as 
the religious symbol of the cross in imitation topaz or jet. Her suite of mourning 
jewellery comprised a necklace, earrings and bracelet. Although her rings were 
principally plain hoops of brilliants and pearls she had one with a heart shaped bezel 
set with a topaz, and a signet set with a cornelian engraved with her name emma. 
Buckles were acquired in quantity and also brooches the most important of which was 
set with a large amethyst and the cheapest of mother of pearl.

After Sir William died in April 1803 Emma devoted herself entirely to Nelson. His 
love for her and hers for him was expressed in jewels of little intrinsic value but full of 
sentiment. Always short of money to pay for his generous impulses Nelson took tickets 
in a lottery and giving Emma the numbers admitted that he had not bought any for the 
diamond draw - “I cannot afford it - but never mind, diamonds do not constitute 
happiness.” The hair of a friend meant much more to him as he explained when he 
thanked her for some “you have sent me in that lock of beautiful hair a far richer 
present than any monarch of Europe could if he were so inclined”. Since they considered 
themselves married in the sight of God they exchanged rings which have the bezel in 
the form of a pair of clasped hands, a motif symbolic of fidelity since Roman times. His 
was taken from his body and sent to his daughter Horatia and i; in the National 
Maritime Museum, while Emma’s, with her wedding band, is in tin. V ictory Museum.

While Nelson lived Emma made their home at Merton in Surrey a shrine com
memorating his victories, with his portrait and coat of arms everywhere, pictures of 
his battles and the pieces of plate presented in his honour displayed very ostentatiously. 
After his death the cult of his memory became a sacred trust. He bequeathed her his 
hair and she gave jewels containing it to friends such as Captain l lardy and it is also 
likely that this was the source of hair in the lockets of the sixty memorial rings com-
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missioned from John Salter by Nelson’s executors. A medallion with his miniature and 
hair and inscribed nelson, is in the Victory Museum, together with a locket with the 
initials N and E in diamonds crowned with a coronet and rimmed in pearls. The inside 
of the cover is inscribed with Nelson’s dying wish: i leave emma lady Hamilton
THEREFORE A LEGACY TO MY COUNTRY.

As is well known this request was ignored and Emma was left to fend for herself on 
very little money. A gambler, improvident and generous, she soon got into debt and 
was obliged to sell the house at Merton and to part with the precious souvenirs of her 
life with Sir William and her love for Nelson. Even Horatia’s christening cup had to be 
sold back to the maker, John Salter, but fortunately Horatia and her descendants of 
the Nelson-Ward family kept the nucleus of such mementoes together and even added 
to them before presenting the collection to the National Maritime and Victory Museums. 
They evoke in the most moving way the memory of two remarkable men and Emma 
herself who, as the perceptive Lord Minto observed, had art enough to make fools of 
many men even wiser than an admiral.
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